I am writing to protest all C & H operations pertaining to the inept and unsafe attempts to contain pig waste. I agree with so many local organizations that there are political delay measures to continue an unsafe operation. To suggest adding liners to this area is not acceptable and they will inevitably leak in time. To allow C & H to continue to perform its practice of disposing concentrated fecal waste to this area along the Buffalo River, thus polluting our national river and endangering the citizens and children who live along this area is inhumane. This spill off waste can not be controlled and it is affecting the air pollution and endangering the quality of life for so many of those people who live along this area. It is also destroying this environment for future generations to appreciate its natural beauty and the economic impacts of tourism to this area will be greatly affected.

Please do not allow these liners to be installed these will only act as a temporary fix and will cause more harm in the future.

Thank you for any consideration you may show towards the numerous pleas from so many organizations who love the Buffalo River and want to protect this environment so its natural beauty can be admired and appreciated for generations to come.

Sincerely,

Mary Michelle Trost
jstro423@att.net